Align with parsnp
Assembly core alignment (93,475 bp) Bayesian gene tree estimation with MrBayes Pairwise SNP counts ( Figure S1 ) SNP density was plotted in sliding windows (500bp) along the genome in all samples from this study using the assembly core alignment. SNPs are broadly distributed along the genome, but increased diversity was observed in the US region. Gaps in the core-genome alignment are indicated with blue shade.
Supplementary Fig 5. PCA of covariance of polymorphisms between consensus sequences
shows absence of strong population structure.
Samples coloured by sample category: green: CSF; purple: SWAB; black: reference. Figure 6 . Gene-to-gene correlation of phylogenetic profiles of population structure. The phylogenetic relationships between consensus genomes were dissected for each gene locus using the bayesbipartprofile tool (https://github.com/flass/genomescans). Phylogenetic compatibility of tree splits with each gene alignment was computed for all splits observed in at least one Bayesian gene tree sample at a minimum frequency of 0.1 and separating clades of at least 3 sequences. The gene-to-split compatibility scores were then used to compute correlation (r 2 ) between gene pairs, displayed as a heatmap; genes are ordered following their position in the genome. Genes physically clustered together show significant correlation of phylogenetic structure (i.e. related history of descent), but not those located far apart in the genome. Elevated compatibility of UL45 with most other genes indicates limited phylogenetic information available in this gene's alignment.
Supplementary

Supplementary Figure 7. Comparison of local LD metrics in genome-wide scan of 18 CSF and SWAB HSV-1 genomes.
A sliding window scan was conducted over the mapped alignment of 18 HSV-1 consensus genomes (3000bp windows, 10bp step; SNPs were subsampled so each window contains exactly 20 bi-allelic SNPs), and various metrics of within-window LD were reported, each aggregating in a different simpler LD metrics (r 2 or Fisher's exact test p-value) measured for each of the 190 pairs site present in a 20-site window): A) mean r 2 as in Figure 2A ; B) median Fisher p-value (-log10 transformed); C) most significant Fisher p-value (-log10 transformed); D) number of sites in significant linkage (Fisher p-value < 0.05) with at least another site within the window; E) local LD index (LDI), which is the -log10 transformed p-value of a one-sided Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test comparing the set of Fisher test p-values within the window to the distribution of values observed in all windows across the genome. Dots in red indicate the windows with LDI > 5, reported as significant local LD peaks in Figure 2A .
